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In wireless digital communications, amplitude-shift keying (ASK) and frequency-shift keying (FSK) modules are often used and
radio frequency (RF), communication synchronization, and noise problems affect the performance very much. In particular, the
sending of byte-type data called synchronous and preamble before sending data in intermodule communication increases the sent
data and decreases the speed. Also, the microcontroller at the output of the RF receiver module continuously listens to the RF
noise and analyzes incoming data, but this increases the processing load of the microcontroller. Moreover, it reduces the speed of
performing other operations. In this study, a transparent RF transmitter and receiver have been investigated, and methods for
increasing the communication performance of the modules have been proposed and performed. Two of the proposed methods
prevented the continuous listening of the microprocessor in the RF receiver structure so that the microprocessor can be used with
other processes. In other methods, the compression of the data size was achieved because the transmission of a series of data in RF
communication systems was limited to a certain extent. In the last section of the study, since the RF modules have failed to
transmit the data due to corruption in the extended data dimensions, the bit carrier control security code has been created for the
data series and more healthy communication has been performed.

1. Introduction

It is well known in FRISS equations for wireless commu-
nication that the power received depends on the gain of the
transmitter and the loss of the receiver [1]. *e received
signal strength in free space at a distance r from the
transmitter is expressed in the logarithmic form as

Pr � Pt + Gt + GR − PL, (1)

where Pt is the transmit power, Gr and Gt are the gains of the
receiver and transmitter antennas, and PL is the path loss in
free space in dB, which is given by

PL � 20 × Log10
4 × π

c
× f × d [dB], (2)

where d is the distance between the transmitter and the
receiver in meters, f is the operation frequency in MHz, and
c is the speed of light in a vacuum, 3 × 108 m per second.

As a result of the logarithmic expression of FRISS
equations, the following equation is used between the sent
power and the received power:

PR

PT

 
dB

� GT(  + GR( dB − 32.5 + 20 log10 d + 20 log10 f( .

(3)

In this equation, the frequency unit is MHz while d� km.
According to FRISS equations, the power of the transmitter
in wireless communication, the antenna gain of the trans-
mitter, the antenna gain of the receiver, and the distance are
the most important parameters that affect the communi-
cation [1, 2].

In short-range radio communication, RF power outputs
several microwatts up to 100 milliwatts and the commu-
nication range is of several centimeters up to several hun-
dred meters. It uses principally indoor operations and built-
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in omnidirectional antennas [3]. According to the classifi-
cation of the IEEE802.15.4 protocol, the RF 433MHz net-
work belongs to LR-WPAN (low-rate wireless personal
networks). An LR-WPAN network is a simple and low-cost
communications network that allows the realization of
wireless networking on the premise of limited power dis-
sipation [4, 5].

2. Low-Power RF Transmitter

*e communication frequency in low-power transmitters is
adjusted by surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonators. *ese
resonators provide reliable, basic mode, quartz frequency
stability of fixed frequency transmitters. Figure 1 shows the
most widely used SAW resonator transmitter structure.
*ese resonators prevent the shift of the carrier signal
frequency and ensure a more stable operation of receiver
systems [6, 7].

SDR (software-defined radio) has been used to display
the broadcast frequency of the transmitters. Figure 2 shows
that SDR and transmitter carrier frequency are approxi-
mately 433.9MHz.

3. Low-Power RF Receivers

Figure 3 shows the RF receiver structure with a diode de-
tector. *e simplest method of receiving an RF signal is the
envelope receiver structure with a diode detector. *e low
diode transmission voltage increases the sensitivity of the
receiver. It is used to obtain signals from the RF transmitter
at short distances [8]. To increase the distance of the detector
output, OPAMP amplifier circuits are added. Figure 4 gives
the detector output signals.

In Figure 4, the diode detector output has been moni-
tored by sending data with a 433.92MHz SAW resonator
transmitter. When transmitting data from 10 cm to 20 cm
distance with 10MW output, the output of the nongain
detector has been displayed. Since the signal strength is
extremely weak relative to the distance, high gain is required
in receiver circuits.

3.1. Transparent RF Materials. Transparent modules are a
wireless wire. *e data that are input to the module are used
to directly modulate the carrier.*ere is no wireless protocol
built into the module and no buffering or storage of the data.
Usually, there are no processors of any kind in these
modules, it is just the physical radio [9]. *e advantage of
this is that the designer has complete control of the over-the-
air data. A wireless protocol can be created that is most
efficient for the system and is scaled for the amount of data
sent by the product or the capabilities of the processor in the
product, or both [10]. A company can create a protocol that
defines a newmarket.*e products are open so that they can
be very dynamic. Figure 5 denotes the 433MHz RF receivers
and transmitters.

In low-power transparent modules, receiver sensitivity is
−108dBmwhile transmitter power is 10MW. In the open field,
2400 baud is used in series for the ideal communication while
communication is provided at a distance of 100m. When data

are applied at a specific baud rate as serial communication to
the transmitter module input, data are taken up to a certain
distance on the receiver output. In these modules, preamble
and synchronous data are added to the beginning of the data to
be sent in order to provide hardware and software synchro-
nization instead of directly sending the data [10].

In this way, the data starting point is determined at the
output of the receiver module. *e RF receiver module
generates a continuous signal from its output in case the data
do not arrive. *is signal is the noise signal given to the
output by the receiver circuit. All transparent receiver
modules have this noise signal.

*e user must send preamble data before sending data
from the transmitter circuit and then send the sensor data. In
this case, the receiver can receive the actual data from the
output. Transparent modules are asynchronous modules.
According to the speed of the module (min. 300 bps-max.), it
should organize by calculating 2400 bps. *e standard data
protocol should be TX: preamble+ sencron+data1+· · ·+dataX.

In the simplest communication systems, it is almost
imperative to use a preamble data to start the message.
Preamble data are a sequence of consecutive 1 and 0 bits. 5
bytes can be 0x55 or 0xAA. *e times of sending 1 and 0
must be equal. In short, preamble data provide hardware
synchronization. Synchronous data help in synchronizing
the software [11–18].

Synchronization is required for the correct detection of
the starting point of the message. Although the length of
this bit array may vary according to application require-
ments or constraints, it can usually be 5 bytes 0x00 and 5
bytes 0xFF or the user decides the length. When sending
data, there must be no space between them, and if so,
preamble and synchronous data must be sent again. Pre-
amble data are not checked on the receiving side. Only
synchronous data are searched, and then the original data
are read. Figure 6 shows the signals to be given to the
transmitter module, while the transmitter module RF
output, receiver module RF input, and receiver module
data output signals are shown.

In Figure 7, the RF receiver module was observed in the
oscilloscope in real time when there was no transmitter
signal and the transmitter received the signal.

3.2. Basic Transparent RF Module Communication. In the
transparent RF modules, the receiver’s data output is con-
nected to a port of the microprocessor, and the micro-
processor listens to the module output continuously.
Figure 8 shows the basic data acquisition from the RF
transceiver module.

*e microcontroller expects continuous synchronous
data from the RFmodule output. In this case, it is difficult for
the microcontroller to perform another operation. Also,
even if the transmitter does not send data, the presence of
continuous noise in the RF receiver output sometimes
provides synchronous data and false data retrieval can occur.
*is problem makes RF communications more insecure. In
addition, the extra password is set for this problem, and the
length of the data sent is greatly increased.
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Figure 1: SAW resonator transmitter (a) and SAW equivalent LC model (b).

Figure 2: Monitoring 433MHz RF transmitter frequency in spectrum with the SDR radio.
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Figure 3: RF receiver and amplifier structure with a diode detector.
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Figure 4: Detector output signals.
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Figure 8: Main connection of the processor with the transparent RF module.
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4. Proposed Transparent RF
Communication Systems

In this study, hardware and software recommendations were
presented in order to make data retrieval easier and safer
from RF transparent modules.

4.1. Listening to Analog Output Pin. In this proposal, a
structure is introduced to facilitate data retrieval for modules
with the a0 analog output. Some transparent RF modules
have extra analog outputs in the receivers, and when the
receiver receives the signal, the module generates an analog
voltage of –2V according to the signal level from this output.
If the signal does not arrive, the output voltage is “0.” A valid
communication distance is over 0.7V. Figure 9 shows the
proposed connection.

Instead of constantly checking the output data of the RF
module, only the microcontroller will read when the data
arrive, so it does not need to send long control bits. In
addition, the microprocessor can perform other operations
in the meantime. When the microprocessor is performing a
job, an analog voltage is taken from the output of the RF
receiver A0 when the data come in. In this case, the tran-
sistor is active and warns the processor from the interrupt
input of the processor.*e processor leaves the job and waits
for synchronization by branching into the interrupt program
and then takes the data and returns to the place where it left
off. Compared with conventional data retrieval, the pro-
cessor does not expect only data from the RFmodule but can
perform different tasks in the meantime. It is also not af-
fected by the noise signal because it only performs the re-
ception when the data come in.

4.2. Getting the Average of the Data Output. In this system, a
structure that will facilitate data retrieval for modules that do
not have analog outputs has been established. Constant
noise is present in the module data output, and a DC voltage
is obtained by taking the average of the module output.
Moreover, when data are not received from the transmitter,
the average value of the noise signal is about DC 1.2V, and at
the moment the data are received, this level falls to DC
0.85V due to gaps between the data packets. Figure 10 shows
the proposed connection.

Even if the sent data value is changed, this voltage re-
mains at almost this value.*e comparator OPAMP in the +
reference input is set to approximately 0.95V. When there
are no data, the output of the integrator, i.e., the noise
voltage, is measured at approximately 1.1 volts. *is voltage
was applied to the negative input of the comparator
OPAMP. In this case, the output of OPAMP is 0 volts.

When data arrive, the integrator output voltage drops
below the reference voltage set to approximately 0.85V, and
the OPAMP output goes to + V. In this case, the processor
leaves the job and goes to the interrupt program and receives
the data from the RF module and returns to the main
program again.

Here, the integrator RC circuit output equation is shown
in the following equation [19]:

Vout �
1
C


Vin

R
 dt �

1
RC

 Vindt. (4)

Here, the filter impedance is chosen high so that the
module output is not loaded.

4.3. Data Comparison with Differential Pulse-Code Modula-
tion (DPCM). DPCM modulation was introduced in the
1960s based on the idea that digital data transmission could
be carried out at least with data transmission. *is idea is
based on sending the difference between neighboring ex-
amples [20]. *e basis of DPCM modulation is delta
modulation. Since the amplitude differences between suc-
cessive samples are encoded in this modulation, the coding
technique obtained is called differential PCM or DPCM
[21, 22]. DPCM communication system is shown in
Figure 11.

*e difference between the current value of the signal
from the transmitter input and the predicted value is

e(i) � S(i) − S(i). (5)

It is expressed with the equation and determines the
error value. *e error signal can be quantified with a smaller
level and then transmitted through the communication
channel. *is process generates some quantization error Q
(I).*e quantitative error signal is expressed in the following
equation:

eq(i) � e(i) + q(i). (6)

*e S(I) prediction signal is added to the quantitative
error EQ(I) signal. *e signal s(i) is then transmitted to the
estimator and the next incoming input signal is expressed by
the following equation:

S(i) � S(i) + eq(i) � S(i) + e(i) + q(i) � S(i) + q(i). (7)

*e better the prediction, the smaller the error trans-
mitted and the better the coding process. If the current data
are taken as a quantified error value between the predicted
data value and the estimated data value, the estimation
method is called differential pulse-code modulation
(DPCM) [23, 24]. In this technique, the estimated value is
added to the value obtained in the previous case on the buyer
side, and the new value at that time is obtained [25].

In RF communication, synchronization corruption oc-
curs because the data size to be sent exceeds the specific
length. For this reason, there are limitations in a data packet
to be sent to amaximum in RFmodules [26]. For example, in
transparent modules, the packet data size is limited to 20 to
72 bytes according to advanced RF modules. Otherwise, the
wrong communication occurs because the synchronization
between the receiver and the transmitter is disrupted.

If the difference between the data sent in the packet is
less, the sending of the data with DPCMwill reduce the total
size. Figure 8 shows how to reduce the size of a data array,
which is not more than 4 bits different from each other. In
the compression algorithm, the 56-bit-length data in the
example are converted to 38 bits.
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In the conversion process, the first 8-bit data are re-
trieved. *en from 1 bit, to be guessed 2 reports that in-
formation has increased or decreased. *e next 4-bit data
show the amount of increase or decrease (max 16 must be
different for 4 bit). *e first 8-bit data are taken in the re-
ceiving section, and the next 5-bit data are increased and
decreased in the first data, and the data packet is again
obtained with a simple algorithm.

An example of this is that the change in ambient heat data
is discarded as a package in a given period. Because the
temperature does not suddenly make a difference of 16 de-
grees, if there is too much difference between the data, the
number of bits of the difference data can be done more than
4 bits, but the compression rate is reduced. Figure 12 shows the
compression of heat data before they is sent. In the example, a
33% reduction in the data size of 7 bytes was achieved.

4.4. Security. When the size of the data packet increases in
transparent modules, bad reception starts at the end of the
data array. Incorrect data purchases lead to incorrect work in
control systems. To prevent this situation, adding BCC
(block check character) to the end of the communication
packet raises the probability that the entire data array will be
received correctly. In the BCC code, the Exor process is
executed between all the data to be sent.

After the Exor process, the BCC code is generated for the
packet, and at the send, this code is added to the end of the
packet.

At the end of the package, the BCC code is received along
with the recipient-side data. *e BCC code is generated
again by the Exor process between all received data.
Moreover, it is compared with the received BCC code. If the
BCC codes are equal, then the data are correctly received and
evaluated.

In particular, in the increase of RF communication
distance, disturbances in the data series are very frequent.
With the addition of the BCC code, the data array that is
corrupted is not received, and the array that is nonde-
structive is received. Since the data sequence is sent more
than one time in RF communications, the data packet is
received without an error.

In the study, 10 transmissions were made in the data
series sent by 30 bytes at long distances (100m), and 4 data
series were corrupted. With the addition of the BCC code,
only the correct data array is obtained. Figure 13 shows
how to obtain the BCC code for the compressed data
package.
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Figure 9: Connection of the processor with the analog output pin RF module.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, negative conditions in RF communication
over transparent RF modules were investigated, and studies
for improving communication performance were put
forward. *e microprocessor’s RF receiver module is
prevented from listening continuously while data retrieval
is taking place. In this way, the processor can do other tasks.
Only when data come in, the processor goes to the interrupt
program and receives the data. Also, data compression was
provided with the DPCM method for data transmission. In

this way, it is shown that the data size can be increased
because the data array to be discarded in a package in RF
modules is limited. In addition, data sent in long data
sequences are corrupted towards the end of the sequence
and incorrect communication is provided. *erefore, the
BCC code for the data packet is generated and added to the
end of the data. *e receiving system generates the BCC
code by taking the incoming data and compares it to the
incoming BCC code. If the BCC codes are equal, the
microcontroller in the receiving system receives the data. In
this case, incorrect data retrieval is prevented in RF
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DPCM communication example data series (0 × 09, 0 × 12, 0 × 20, 0 × 2B, 0 × 1F, 0 × 0F, 0 × 1C)
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Figure 12: Compression of RF packet data to be sent with DPCM.
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Table 1: Comparison of the proposed methods.

Advantages Disadvantages

Proposed first structure:
listening to analog output pin

Data can be retrieved from the first packet. *e
communication speed is high. *e microprocessor

can perform other operations.
Some RF modules do not have this pin.

Proposed second structure:
getting the average of the data
output

*e microprocessor can perform other operations.
*is structure can be used in each RF module.

Data cannot be retrieved in the first package. It can
be taken in other packages. *erefore, the speed is

low.

Proposed third structure: data
compression with DPCM

*e data size is reduced. More data can be sent in a
packet. *e speed of communication increases.

As the difference between the data increases, the
compression ratio decreases. Software for

communication is more difficult.
Proposed fourth structure:
increasing the communication
security

Data cannot be retrieved when data array
corruption occurs during communication.

*e data length increases by one byte. If data
corruption occurs, data cannot be imported in the
first package. *e communication speed is reduced.
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communications. In Table 1, the methods proposed in the
study have been compared.

Data Availability

Data were obtained in real environment with micropro-
cessor in the paper. Since the data are used online in the
simulations, the data can be shared at the request of the
readers.
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